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Figure 1: Our method starts with estimating dense correspondences on an input depth image, using a discriminative model. A generative

model parametrized by blend shapes is then utilized to further refine these correspondences. The final correspondence field is used for

per-frame 3D face shape and expression reconstruction, allowing for texture unwrapping, retexturing or retargeting in real-time.

Abstract

This paper contributes a real time method for recovering

facial shape and expression from a single depth image. The

method also estimates an accurate and dense correspon-

dence field between the input depth image and a generic face

model. Both outputs are a result of minimizing the error

in reconstructing the depth image, achieved by applying a

set of identity and expression blend shapes to the model.

Traditionally, such a generative approach has shown to be

computationally expensive and non-robust because of the

non-linear nature of the reconstruction error. To overcome

this problem, we use a discriminatively trained prediction

pipeline that employs random forests to generate an initial

dense but noisy correspondence field. Our method then

exploits a fast ICP-like approximation to update these cor-

respondences, allowing us to quickly obtain a robust initial

fit of our model. The model parameters are then fine tuned

to minimize the true reconstruction error using a stochastic

optimization technique. The correspondence field resulting

from our hybrid generative-discriminative pipeline is accu-

rate and useful for a variety of applications such as mesh

deformation and retexturing. Our method works in real-time

on a single depth image i.e. without temporal tracking, is free

from per-user calibration, and works in low-light conditions.

1. Introduction

We address the problem of reconstructing 3D face shape

and expressions in real-time, given only a single depth image.

As with the Kinect [36], we are motivated by interactive

gaming scenarios, in our case face retargeting or retexturing,

where often users will play in low-lighting conditions where

color data is unavailable or limited. Our method provides

a per-frame estimate of the 3D face shape and expressions

using depth data only, avoiding any temporal information or

tracking (which is often prone to errors during large motions).

It also avoids per-user calibration, which can be a costly step

in prior systems.

Per-frame, our method computes a dense correspondence

field between an input depth image and a canonical face

model in real-time. We fit a deformable face model, parame-

terized by a set of identity and expression blend shapes, to

the data. Minimizing the error in reconstructing the face in

the observed depth image lets us estimate the true parameters

of the face model and in turn the dense correspondence field.

Traditionally this generative approach has been shown to be

computationally expensive and non-robust because of the

non-linear nature of the reconstruction error. To overcome

this problem, we use a discriminatively trained prediction

pipeline which provides a robust initial solution. The corre-

spondences are then updated using a variant of the iterative

closest point (ICP) algorithm to get an initial fit and then

further refined by minimizing the true reconstruction error

using particle swarm optimization (PSO).

Our discriminative pipeline first estimates an initial set

of correspondences between the deformable model of the

face and the data using random forests. Previous methods

for computing dense correspondences for deforming objects

use the structure of a classification tree for constructing the

regression forest [37, 35]. However, we find that employing

a joint classification and regression objective [21] leads to

more accurate correspondences. The correspondence field

resulting from our hybrid generative-discriminative (Figure

1) pipeline is accurate and useful for a variety of applications

such as mesh deformation and retexturing.

Related work: Early work on facial tracking and model

fitting typically used monocular RGB video sequences and
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tracked the motion of sparse 2D facial features or triangu-

lated 3D points across frames [3, 30]. Approaches typi-

cally used parametric 2D or 3D shape models, which were

matched against these sparse correspondences in the video

sequence. Approaches are therefore typically generative,

but some adopt discriminative methods for feature detec-

tion. Early work on facial tracking used variants of active

appearance models [12] for parameterizing the face in 2D.

Whilst powerful for the initial detection of the face, these

2D linear approaches fail to model complex motions or large

deformations of the face. [5] proposed a morphable 3D

parametrization for the face, which has been adopted as a

richer representation in more recent work.

[10, 4, 39, 14] also extract blend shape parameters but

from a sparse set of visually tracked landmarks, to fit 3D

morphable models to video sequences. They demonstrate

a variety of video editing tasks such as facial animation

transfer and face replacement. Kemelmacher-Shlizerman

et al. [27] and Li et al. [32] propose purely discriminative

approaches, which use sparse feature tracks and matching

to retrieve a 3D face model from a single RGB image. [19]

use a pipeline that combines sparse feature matching, blend

shape estimation, and dense geometry reconstruction (using

optical flow and a shading based refinement step) to demon-

strate impressive 3D facial reconstructions from a single

monocular sequence.

The RGB systems so far are non real-time in terms of

performance. [44] use a coarse 3D morphable model in

combination with a 2D active appearance model and sparse

features for real-time facial tracking in video. More recent

work has shown how regression forests can learn to find

a sparse set of facial features in real-time [15, 26]. In [8],

the 3D positions of facial landmark points are inferred by

a regressor from 2D video frames of an off-the-shelf web

camera or mobile phone. From these 3D points, the pose and

expressions of the face are recovered by fitting a user-specific

3D morphable model.

In the computer graphics community, facial tracking and

modeling has received much attention. Here algorithms aim

at dense detailed facial capture for performances. Given

the desire for high-quality, complex multi-camera and mo-

tion capture rigs, costly scanner systems, custom lighting

and studio conditions are required [34]. Multi-camera rigs

have been used to track markers or find dense correspon-

dences using invisible make-up [43, 18, 22]. [24] combines

marker-based motion capture with high quality 3D scanning

for detailed capture of facial expressions. Other dense 3D

methods, track shape templates from a dynamic active 3D

scanner [42, 40], including non-facial shapes [29]. Whilst

these methods exploit the dense depth data only, they rely

on very high quality input for robust tracking and estima-

tion. Our method works with commodity but noisy depth

cameras. High-quality facial performances have also been

demonstrated with passive stereo camera setups [7, 2, 38].

All these dense approaches produce high-quality results, but

most require complex, expensive setups and high computa-

tional costs.

With the advent of consumer depth cameras, many real-

time head pose, facial tracking and modeling pipelines have

been proposed [41, 31, 6, 17]. Whilst demonstrating impres-

sive results, these real-time methods rely on both 2D sparse

RGB features and depth data. The RGB data is typically

used to increase robustness, given the noisy depth data. As

such, these methods are limited to visible lighting conditions,

and are non-robust to extreme changes in illumination. Fur-

ther, all these systems use a personalized blend shape model,

which requires either online or offline per-user calibration.

In contrast, recent work in full body pose estimation [36]

has freed itself from the RGB constraints by considering

only depth images. The seminal work uses a random forest

to rapidly label the identity of every depth pixel [36]. Our

work is most similar to [37] that instead uses a forest to

predict a dense set of correspondences back to a canonical

human body model. The model is then fit to make the corre-

sponding model and data points agree, but no update to the

correspondences is considered. The work [35] demonstrated

that improved pose accuracy can be obtained by updating

the correspondences in addition to the model parameters.

We take a similar approach for the discriminative part of our

pipeline, with the advantage that our method is more efficient

and operates in real-time. Note that we additionally employ

PSO for tracking and further refinement. Our contributions

can be therefore summarized as follows:

1. We present a unified framework for dense correspon-

dence estimation, and facial shape and expression recon-

struction. Our method operates in real-time, requires

only depth data, and reconstructs each frame indepen-

dently. Therefore our method is not prone to failures

due to fast motion, is largely invariant to different light-

ing conditions, and enables new interactive scenarios.

Our method also avoids expensive per-user calibration

steps, and uses only a generic face model for fitting.

2. Quantitative and qualitative results are presented verify-

ing that our estimated correspondence field is accurate

enough for facial shape and expression reconstruction,

and retexturing in real-time.

3. In contrast to both [37] and [35] which have used sim-

ilar approach for human pose estimation, we directly

minimize a true measure of reconstruction error with

PSO while still maintaining real-time speeds.

4. We demonstrate that using a classification objective

only in the upper levels of tree training helps with the

multimodality of the correspondence distributions.



2. The Generative Model

We will use O = {zn}n∈I to represent the observed

depth image where zn is the depth of pixel n in the set I of

image pixels. Similarly, we will use f(θ) = {ẑn(θ)}n∈I to

represent the depth of the pixels in the image rendered from

the face model (see below) with parameters θ. Given the

observed depth image O, the posterior distribution over the

parameters θ of the face model is then defined as

Pr(θ|I) ∝ exp(−E(O, f(θ))) (1)

where E is the reconstruction error which measures the

distances between the observation and rendered image under

the parameters θ. The Maximum a Posteriori configuration

of the face model parameters can be computed by solving

the inverse problem:

θ∗ = argmin
θ∈Θ

E(O, f(θ)) . (2)

For the remainder of this manuscript, we will make the

dependence of the energy on O and f implicit and simply

write E(θ).
Parameterizing and rendering the 3D face model:

We use a blend shape based model for synthesizing 3D faces.

This model is able to account for variation in 3D structure

caused by both the identity of the user as well as his or her

expression. In this model, a base mesh {vbm}
M
m=1 consist-

ing of M vertices is deformed using a linear combination

of Nidentity identity blend shapes and Nexpression expression

blend shapes. The i’th identity blend shape contains a 3D

offset vsmi for each vertex m and likewise the i’th expression

blend shape contains an offset vemi for vertex m. A set of

coefficients {αi}
Nidentity

i=1 determine how much of the identity

blend shape i to add to the base mesh. Similarly the set

{βi}
Nexpression

i=1 determine the same for the expression blend

shapes.

Having specified the face model, we now describe how we

use it to render an image that can be matched with the given

observations. We first generate a deformed mesh {vm}
M
m=1

from the face model by applying the weighted vertex offsets

to the base mesh, and applying a global scaling s through

vm = s



vbm +

Nidentity
∑

i=1

αiv
s
mi +

Nexpression
∑

i=1

βiv
e
mi



 . (3)

The deformed mesh is then positioned in 3D using a rotation

R ∈ SO(3) and translation t generate a set of 3D points

{pm}
M
m=1 via

pm = Rvm + t . (4)

In total, the parameter vector θ of our model is simply the

concatenation of the identity blend shape weights {αi}
Nidentity

i=1 ,

the expression blend shape weights {βi}
Nexpression

i=1 , global scale

s, rotation R and translation t.

The observations f(θ) = {ẑn(θ)}n∈I ultimately take the

form of a rendered image that is produced by sweeping over

each image pixel index n ∈ I and calculating a depth ẑn(θ).
If the pixel index back projects to a point within the bounds

of our model (i.e. into the convex hull of the positioned

vertex set {pm}
M
m=1), we simply employ standard graphics

techniques to render the depth ẑn(θ). We denote this set

of foreground pixel indices as Ifg ⊆ I. For a pixel n in

the background Ibg = I − Ifg, we simply render a fixed

background depth ẑn(θ) = 5000mm far behind the mesh to

simulate a wall.

The golden energy: We now describe the reconstruction

error that implicitly encodes the likelihood of seeing an

observed image given the model parameters θ. Given a

depth image {zn}n∈I , we assume that pixels within the

foreground come from our generative model, whereas pixels

in the background are not likely to. We thus use a truncated

L-1 difference between the rendered and the observed image

as the reconstruction error:

Egold(θ) =
∑

n∈ I

min(|zn − ẑn(θ)|, ζ) (5)

We refer to this error as the ‘golden’ energy of the model

parameters, as it represents how well the model, under pa-

rameters θ, fits the observed image modulo the known defi-

ciencies of our model (e.g. our naive constant background

model).

Substituting equation 5 into 2, we get the model fitting

optimization problem:

θ∗ = argmin
θ∈Θ

∑

n∈ I

min(|zn − ẑn(θ)|, ζ). (6)

This is a hard non-linear optimization problem as it has nu-

merous local minima and even locally differentiating it is

non-trivial [16]. One way to handle such problems is to use

a derivative free optimizer with a good initial guess. For

this we employ the PSO method [28] that works by evolv-

ing a population of P particles (i.e. solutions) {θ1, ..., θP }.
The rules for updating these particles are standard and we

refer the reader to [28] for more details. Briefly though, the

swarm’s movement is designed to strike a balance between

global exploration of the parameter space and local exploita-

tion of the collective knowledge that it has obtained from

each particle’s evaluation. In theory, PSO is capable of per-

forming a robust global optimization when enough particles

are allowed to evolve for sufficiently many generations, how-

ever, doing so is prohibitive for a real-time application. It

is thus crucial that we have a good initial guess and that we

only use PSO to perform a fast local derivative free optimiza-

tion of (5). We thus return to the use of PSO in section 4

and now consider an alternative energy which we can use to

obtain such a good initial guess.



The silver energy: To this end, we back project the

foreground depth pixels to obtain a 3D data point cloud

{xn}
Nfg

n=1, where Nfg is the number of such pixels. We

assume that each data point xn is a noisy observation of a

point S(u; θ) on the surface of our model. Here u ∈ Ω is a

coordinate (i.e. a triangle index and barycentric coordinate)

in the (2D) surface domain Ω of our surface. Assuming a

Gaussian noise model, this allows us to define a new energy

based on the distance from each observation to the models

surface as

Esilver(θ) =

Nfg
∑

n=1

min
u∈Ω
‖S(u; θ)− xn‖

2 . (7)

By naming, for each data point xn, a corresponding model

coordinate un we can pass the inner minimizations through

the summation and rewrite this as

Esilver(θ) = min
u1,...,uNfg

Nfg
∑

n=1

‖S(un; θ)− xn‖
2 . (8)

This allows us to define yet another energy

E′
silver(θ, U) =

Nfg
∑

n=1

‖S(un; θ)− xn‖
2 (9)

defined both on the block of parameters θ and a block of

surface coordinates U = {u1, ..., uNfg
} ⊆ Ω. Importantly

Esilver(θ) = minU E′
silver(θ, U) ≤ E′

silver(θ, U) for any

U , and thus we can approach minimizing (7) by minimizing

(9). When S(u; θ) is differentiable and there is a procedure

available for calculating u∗(x; θ) = argminu∈Ω ‖S(u; θ)−
x‖2, one can perform coordinate descent on the θ and U to

obtain a classical iterative closest point method [13].

In our case, we use the M vertices of our mesh to provide

a discretization Ω′ = {u′
1, ..., u

′
M} of Ω where S(u′

m; θ) =
pm is well defined from (4). We then desire to minimize

(9) but use a set of surface coordinates U ′ restricted to this

discretization (i.e. U ′ ⊆ Ω′). Importantly,

Esilver(θ) = min
U⊆Ω

E′
silver(θ, U) ≤ min

U ′⊆Ω′

E′
silver(θ, U

′)

(10)

where the first bound gets tighter as we optimize for U and

the second bound can be made very tight using a dense

enough mesh. This is the case for our discretization where

M = 11211, a number close to the typical number of pixels

on the face.

To minimize E′
silver(θ, U

′) we observe that our restric-

tion allows us to satisfy both properties needed to craft a clas-

sical iterative closest point algorithm. The function S(u′; θ)
for fixed u′ ∈ U ′ defined by (4) and (3) has well defined

derivatives that are straightforward to compute. The function

u′∗(x; θ) = argminu′∈Ω′ ‖S(u′; θ)− x‖2 is now approach-

able by, for example, iterating over the M possible values in

Ω′. We show in the next subsection, how we obtain a good

initial guess for U ′ and now provide more details about how

we efficiently perform coordinate descent on E′
silver(θ, U

′).

Our procedure for optimizing over θ while holding

U ′ fixed exploits the availability of derivatives and the

squared error terms in the energy. This allows us to

exploit the Gauss-Newton approximation J(θ)tJ(θ) of

the Hessian H(θ), where J(θ) is the Jacobian, and per-

form powerful second order Gauss-Newton step θk+1 =
(J(θk)

tJ(θk))
−1J(θk)

tr(θk) where r(θk) is the vector of

residuals at step k. We use the publicly available Ceres imple-

mentation [1] of the popular Levenberg-Marquardt variant

[33] that simply damps the J(θk)
tJ(θk) matrix when the

quadratic approximation fails to yield a good step. This

variant combines the advantage of quadratic convergence

when the quadratic approximation is valid (e.g. provably

so near local minima) with a graceful degradation to first

order gradient descent when the approximation fails to allow

progress to be made.

Our procedure for optimizing over U ′ while hold-

ing θ′ fixed is carefully designed to maintain real-time

speeds. Indeed, the naive method of calculating u∗(x; θ) =
argminu′∈Ω′ ‖S(u′; θ)− x‖2 by iterating linearly over the

elements of Ω′ results in an algorithm with a O(NM) com-

plexity. It has been suggested [35] to use a KD-Tree to

reduce the complexity to O(NlogM), but it is not obvious

how to implement the tree construction at real-time speeds.

In fact, as we are searching over model points dependent on

θ, and not data points which are independent of θ, one has to

construct a new KD-tree at every iteration. In order to obtain

real-time speeds, we instead perform a simple but effective

local approximation that is easily parallelizable. We rely

on the GPU to quickly render our model into 3D and only

search for rendered vertices in a small local neighbourhood

that back projects from a rectangular patch surrounding each

depth pixel.

3. Discriminative Model

Our discriminative model consists of a random forest of

binary decisions trees. For each pixel in the input depth

image, the forest predicts its corresponding position u′ ∈ Ω′

on the canonical face model. This approach is similar to [37]

that has been applied to body pose estimation task. To train

their forest, Taylor et al. use a surrogate classification objec-

tive based on body parts, which has been shown to achieve

higher accuracies than a pure regression objective in [20].

In this paper, we show that a hybrid objective yields better

results than both a pure classification and a pure regression

objective for our application.

The decisions that each split node of the trees make are

based on the simple depth-invariant depth comparison fea-

tures (fφ) proposed in [36]. Although extremely lightweight

to compute, these features have been shown to be powerful



for a variety of tasks [36, 37, 20]. At each node, our training

algorithm processes a sample set Q as follows:

1. A pool of features φ = {φi}
|φ|
i=1 is randomly selected.

2. For each feature φi, a set of candidate thresholds

{τij}
|τ |
j=1 is selected.

3. For each set of split parameters z = (φ, τ), samples Q

are divided into left and right partitions: Ql(z) = {Q :
fφ < τ} and Qr(z) = Q \Ql(z).

4. The optimal parameter z∗ is chosen to maximize the

information gain (G(z))

G(z) = H(Q)−
∑

s∈(l,r)

|Qs(z)|

|Q|
H(Qs(z)) (11)

H(Q) = αH∗ + (1− α)H† (12)

with α = ✶(depth ≤ L). In the above, L indicates

the depth at which we switch the objective from that

of classification to regression. The classification ob-

jective is based on the Shannon entropy defined over

part classes whereas the regression objective is simply

a measure of correspondence variation

H∗(Q) = −
∑

c∈classes

P (c) logP (c) (13)

H†(Q) = Tr(Λ(Q)) . (14)

In the above, P (c) is the proportion of samples in Q

with class label c, and Λ(Q) is the covariance of the

regression target labels in Q.

5. If the appropriate information gain G(z∗) can be made

sufficiently large, the split is accepted. The algo-

rithm then continues recursively down the right and

left branches until a maximum depth is achieved or the

sample set in a node becomes small.

Lastly, we use the mean-shift algorithm [11] on the empirical

distribution that ends up in each leaf to find the modes of

the distribution. At test time, each decision tree is traversed

based on its selected features until a leaf node is reached and

the set of all modes found by mean shift are aggregated. The

final output of the forest is the correspondence u′ closest to

the strongest mode in this aggregation.

4. Hybrid Method

We now return to our original task of minimizing the

golden energy (5) to recover both the model parameters

and a good set of correspondences. Although this energy

is difficult to optimize directly, we have now developed the

necessary tools in the previous section to develop our hybrid

method that can rapidly obtain a good minimum.

We start by detecting the head using a standard skeleton

tracker [36] and removing the outliers by simple distance

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of our hybrid single frame model

fitting and correspondence finding procedure. The same

algorithm is used for both identity and expression fitting by

setting Nexpression or Nidentity to zero respectively. In the latter

case, the base mesh is assumed to have been morphed to

incorporate the identity.

Initialize scalars {αi}
Nidentity

i=1 and {βi}
Nexpression

i=1 to zero.

Evaluate forest on depth image to obtain initial U ′.

Solve for optimal R, t, s holding everything else fixed.

for i = 1 to NICP do

Optimize {αi}
Nidentity

i=1 and {βi}
Nexpression

i=1 , R, s and t us-

ing LM.

Update U ′ using closest point approximation.

end for

Initialize PSO by sampling near current solution.

for i = 1 to NPSO do

Evolve PSO Swarm.

Update U ′ using closest point approximation.

end for

thresholding. Then, the algorithm, described in Algorithm 1,

leverages our discriminative correspondence to obtain a good

initial guess for the correspondences U ′ used in our proxy

generative model described by the silver energy. We set all of

the blend shape weights to zero and solve simultaneously for

an initial optimal global scale, translation and rotation [23].

We then perform NICP iterations of an iterative closest point

algorithm by alternating between a continuous optimization

of θ and a discrete update of U ′ as described in Section 2 to

get close to a local minimum of (7). Note that, in practice,

we add a small regularizer λ
∑Nexpression

i=1 ρ(βi) to (7) 1 which

we find helps condition the optimization. We then sample

near the current solution to construct a population of PSO

particles, which rapidly refines the solution locally to drive

down (5).

Our algorithm can be used in two different modes of

operation: identity fitting and expression fitting. In identity

fitting, only identity blend shapes are used (i.e. Nexpression =
0) to fit the shape of the user in a neutral pose. These identity

blend shapes can then be incorporated into the base mesh by

setting vbm ← vbm+
∑Nidentity

i=1 αiv
s
m for m ∈ {1, ...,M}. The

algorithm, can then be switched to expression fitting mode

where only expression blend shapes are used (i.e. Nidentity =
0) as the base mesh has been fit to the identity of the user.

5. Experiments

This section details a set of experiments that we have

performed to evaluate different components of our system in-

dividually and as a whole. We use synthetic data to train and

test our system, and also provide qualitative generalization

results on real depth images 5.

1Here ρ is the Huber error functional [25]
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(b) Correspondence error

Figure 2: Effect on classification (a) and correspondence regression

error (b) resulting from varying the switching depth L. Note that

naturally using a pure part classification objective (L = 20) does

lead to better classification but as we desire to minimize correspon-

dence error, we should switch objectives for the last few levels

(L = 15).

Evaluation of correspondence prediction: To train

our discriminative model, we use third-party software to

generate synthetic images. For each image, we randomize

the model parameters between reasonable limits and render

a synthetic depth image, an image with part annotations and

an image that encodes ground truth correspondences. We

synthesize 10, 000 images of size 320 × 240 and sample

2000 pixels from each to train the random forest. Features

at each split node are selected from a pool of 5000 random

features. Our final forest consists of 3 trees of depth 20.

As described in Section 3, we train our random forest with

a combined objective (12), which includes a classification

term for the coarser part labels and a regression term for the

finer correspondence labels. Intuitively, the signal that the

classification objective provides, helps regularize the tree in

the initial levels, which implicitly isolates the multiple modes

of the distribution of the regression labels. This in turn

makes the regression objective more effective in the deeper

levels of the tree. Figure 2 shows that the hybrid objective

function performs better than using a pure classification or

pure regression objective.

Evaluation of model fitting strategy: Our generative

model uses a total of 50 blend shapes to represent the face.

These include Nidentity = 40 and Nexpression = 10. The silver

and golden energy described in Section 2 allows us to evalu-

ate the fit of our generative model to the observed depth data.

In addition, we are specifically interested in the inference

of the expression weights {βi}
Nexpression

i=1 and data model corre-

spondences U ′ = {u′
i}

Nfg

n=1. In a single image, we measure

the expression error as

eexpression =

Nexpression
∑

i=1

(βi − β
gt
i )

2 . (15)

For a single foreground pixel, we measure the correspon-

dence error as

ecorrespondence = ‖S(u; θ0)− S(ugt; θ0)‖ (16)

where θ0 is simply the parameter setting that yields the un-

deformed base mesh model.

Evaluation of silver energy optimization: We begin by

demonstrating how optimizing the proxy objective (9) allows

us to rapidly reduce the error in (7), the silver energy. This

is demonstrated in panel (a) of Figure 3, where we can see a

significant decrease as the first ICP step corrects the errors

in the forest predictions (see panel (c)). As further ICP steps

are taken, the model parameters slowly adjust in tandem so

that more accurate correspondences can be acquired (see

panel (c)). As expected, there is high correlation between

the silver and golden energies, and we manage to greatly

decrease the golden energy by minimizing the proxy silver

energy, which can be seen in panel (b). Not surprisingly, a

better fit of our model also allows us to acquire more accurate

expressions as shown in panel (d). Again, the key result here

is that by optimizing (9) we are able to simultaneously drive

down all relevant energies and errors.

Evaluation of golden energy optimization: We now an-

alyze the ability of our complete hybrid method that refines

the result of the previous section by directly optimizing the

golden energy with PSO. This is summarized in Figure 4,

where it can be seen that 10 iterations of PSO brings us sub-

stantially further down in energy. In panel (c) it can be seen

that the expression error actually increases after 10 iterations

of PSO. In panel (d), we see that the expression error lowers

again if we continue to 100 iterations. This is not unexpected

behavior, as the blend shape regularization contained in the

silver energy is not contained in the golden energy. Although

it is helpful to quickly get to a stable and robust result, PSO

takes a bit of time to undo this overfitting. Interestingly, a

better fit to the data only translates into a moderately bet-

ter correspondence error (panel (b)) but closer inspection

shows that the error actually does drop significantly in key

regions of the face. This is demonstrated in Table 1 shows

that the correspondence error in the important mouth and

nose regions is reduced considerably.

Qualitative results on real data: We demonstrate qual-

itative results on real data in Figure 5 and supplementary

material. In panel (e) we can see the reconstructed face

model and in panel (d) the final set of correspondences. To

demonstrate the accuracy of the correspondence field, we

use our method to extract textures from users’ faces and also

paint on these to create visual effects. This can be done in

real-time (>25Hz), as shown in the performance section of

the supplementary material and accompanying video.

6. Conclusion

We presented a real-time algorithm for fitting a complex

but generic face model to a single depth image of an arbitrary

face. In addition to the fit model, we also are able to infer

the expression weights and a dense data-model correspon-

dence field. Our system is real-time allowing 3D facial shape

and expressions to be used for interactive scenarios such as

retargeting and retexturing. In addition, we demonstrate em-



forehead eye temple cheek ear nose mouth jaw average

RF 14.453 9.274 12.871 9.575 14.687 9.634 11.141 9.551 10.554
ICP 1 5.086 4.637 4.934 5.037 4.546 5.413 6.017 5.227 5.079
ICP 5 3.824 3.761 4.268 4.215 3.747 4.676 5.261 4.613 4.299
PSO 1 3.729 3.673 4.252 4.120 3.803 4.476 5.145 4.705 4.260
PSO 5 3.600 3.560 4.266 3.965 3.829 4.190 4.828 4.704 4.151
PSO 10 3.580 3.528 4.308 3.926 3.825 4.134 4.732 4.667 4.115

Table 1: Average correspondence error over facial parts at different stages of the pipeline. The error is given in millimeters.
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(c) Corr. error
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(d) Expression error

Figure 3: Cumulative distribution of (a) silver energy, (b) golden

energy, (c) correspondence error, and (d) expression error at differ-

ent iterations of ICP. ICP procedure reduces all the error measures

while optimizing over the silver energy.
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(b) Corr. error
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(c) Expression error
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(d) Exp. error (100)

Figure 4: Cumulative distribution of (a) golden energy, (b) corre-

spondence error, (c) expression error at different iterations of PSO,

and (d) expression error up to 100 iterations of PSO.

pirically how the various components of our algorithm drive

down the “golden energy”, which we argue is the natural

energy to minimize. We show that this energy is highly cor-

related with the other two quantities that we are interested in

estimating, namely the correspondence error and expression

error. Unlike other related methods, our method relies only

on per-frame depth, avoiding tracking failures due to fast

motions, working in low-lighting conditions, and removing

the need for per-user calibration. Moreover, our discrimina-

tive pipeline estimates a dense correspondence field, making

it more robust than methods that rely on a small number of

Figure 5: Qualitative results on real data captured using Kinect

camera. From left to right, we show the input depth data, the depth

data overlaid on the reconstructed model, the reconstructed model

and the parts overlaid on the rgb image (which was only used for

visualization). Some of these examples are from [9].

landmarks which can easily be occluded.

Naturally, our method is only robust to moderate occlu-

sions. This is due to our use of a truncated loss function in

the final optimization of the golden energy and due to the lo-

cality of forest features. The latter helps the forest provide a

good enough initialization to the (largely local) optimization

of the former. Larger occlusions are not currently handled,

but could be alleviated by synthesizing occluded faces for

training. Additionally, as with other machine learning tech-

niques, we are of course limited by the expressiveness of

our model and the variety of our training data. Improving

the richness of our model and handling occlusions remains

interesting areas of future work.
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